
Day 2 – Check your design/Record and explain your choices

Overview
This mathematics investigation has been designed to accompany of unit 
of work on fractions.  It requires students to apply their knowledge and 
understanding of fractions to a real-world  situation.

Objective
To design a class flag, taking into account a list of design elements and 
spacing guidelines.

Duration
Approximately four 40 minute lessons

Supporting Students
Students will be supported in their learning by allowing them to consult 
with a Jack or Tessa during the planning process. 

Extending Students
Students will be encouraged to extend their learning by creating their 
own list of design elements and spacing guidelines for an alternate 
product e.g. a shirt for a sporting team. If time permits, they could create 
a design for this product, according to their own instructions.



5/6 J & T are holding a mini-Games, where each  
class will compete against the others in a range  
of sports and activities. The mini-Games will 
begin with an  opening ceremony, where each 
class will walk  around the school oval together. 
A class  representative will walk at the front of 
each  group, holding and waving the class flag.
Each student in 5/6 class‘s are to submit a 
design for the class flag. The  class will then 
vote on the best design. The most  popular 
design will be used for the opening  ceremony of 
the school mini-Games.

We have decided that the class flag must include the following elements:
• the name of your class
• a picture or symbol to represent your class
• a colourful pattern, consisting of lines or shapes
• the school colours of blue and yellow/gold.

We are also very particular about how much space each  
element can occupy on the flag. You must follow the following  
guidelines when designing your flag:

Design a class flag tobe displayed duringthe opening ceremony
of the 
school
mini-Gam

es.Include all designelements and follow
all spacing guidelines,set out 

below.

1• the picture or symbol must take up at least ― of the space on the 
flag

4
1• the colourful pattern must take up no more than ― of the space on the 

flag 14
• the school colours must appear on no more than ― of the 

flag.
4

• the class name must take up at least ―1 of the space on the 
flag

4

Fly that 
Flag!



What we will do today:

3. Check your design

Reread the list of design elements and spacing guidelines
for the flag design. Carefully check that your design
includes all of the design elements and meets each of the
spacing guidelines.

4. Record and explain your choices

Use the table provided to explain how much space you used
for each design element. Use words and numbers to prove
how these choices meet the spacing requirements set.



Name Date    

Recording and Explaining

•The design elements for the class flag have been listed in the first column of the table 
below.

• In the second column, explain how much space you used for each element on your own 
flag.

• In the third column, use words and numbers to prove how these choices meet the 
spacing  requirements set out by the teacher.

☕ INVESTIGATIO
N

Design Elements My Spacing Choices
My choices meet the  

spacing guidelines set 
out  by the teacher 

because…

•the name of your class

•a picture or symbol

•a colourful pattern

•the school colours


